
A FAIR DEAL for ADULT EDUCATION TEACHERS
       

Adult Ed Teachers on the T-Salary Schedule and Matrix
         Tenure for CTE teachers NOW

      Split-Shift Premium Pay
     Flexible Leaves

 
Adult Education Teachers Deserve the Same Deal as K-12 Teachers and They Need Leadership Who Will Stand 
Up and Fight for Them
Adult education teachers have for too long been left behind. As hourly employees, our wages are far below what they 
would be if we were on a salary schedule like K-12 teachers, and our retirement would increase substantially.

Adult Education Teachers Need Leadership Who Will Fight for the Important Items

Marc Wutschke
for UTLA Adult 

Education 
Director

The independent candidate who will fight for adult 
education teachers, not for a union faction

Active in UTLA since 1999

Served as Adult Education Director for three terms

Experience as a paid information specialist at UTLA

Handled dozens of grievances for adult education teachers, and 
has helped win unprecedented back pay

Fought for expansion of site organizing for adult education, and 
as chapter chair made the steering committee central to chapter 
governance

Acted as representative multiple times to the national conventions 
of the National Educational Association and the American 
Federation of Teachers, as well as the conventions of the state 
affiliates, the California Teachers Association and the California 
Federation of Teachers

The information herein represents the views and opinions of the candidates and does not necessarily represent or reflect the opinions of UTLA

                   
              

Adult education teachers marched for 10 days in the rain and basically all we got was wet. A historic strike, and adult 
education teachers got basically nothing. I will make getting adult education teachers on the T-salary schedule and 
the Matrix a priority.

                   
             

No Adult Education Czar

               

                   
                  

   

                

The current adult education director is also the chair of the Adult Education Committee, occupying both top spots for 
adult education leadership in UTLA, which we have always sought to avoid. No one can possibly handle both jobs 
adequately, each is full-time.

I have the experience and the �ght to represent adult education on the Board of Directors


